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Using the cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy technique, we have measured state-selective pro-
jectile scattering angles for single and double electron captures in collisions of protons and He1,2+ projectiles
with a helium target for incident energies of 60–630 keV/u. We also report theoretical results obtained by
means of four-body one-channel distorted-wave models �continuum distorted-wave Born final state, continuum
distorted-wave Born initial state, and Born distorted wave� and find mixed agreement with the measured data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many decades electron transfer processes in ion-atom
collisions have been investigated theoretically and experi-
mentally because of their fundamental nature �1�. Most of
the early works focused on the absolute cross sections. State
of the art experiments today give access to fully differential
cross sections. For capture reactions a kinematically com-
plete experiment involves simultaneous detection of the elec-
tronic state of projectile and target as well as the scattering
angle, which is related to the impact parameter.

The key variable controlling the mechanism responsible
for the electron transfer is the ratio of orbital electron and
projectile velocity vP. At small velocities electron transfer
proceeds via the formation of intermediate molecular states.
At intermediate velocities capture is governed by the overlap
of the wave functions of initial target and final projectile
state in momentum space, displaced by the projectile veloc-
ity �Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramers, OBK, capture �2,3��.
At even higher velocities electron capture is more likely
dominated by the Thomas process, an interatomic double
scattering, which accelerates the target electron to projectile
velocity and leads to a distinct structure �4–7� in the scatter-
ing angle. For our experiments we focused on a projectile
velocity regime �1.5–5 a.u.� where the OBK capture domi-
nates and the Thomas process should be a very small contri-
bution.

Previous theoretical calculation mainly focused on the
ground-state transfer �1s-1s�, while most experiments aver-
aged over all excited states of target and projectile. Summa-
tion of the scattering-angle dependence over excited states of
projectile and/or target can wash out much of the structure in
the individual channels �8� and obscure the comparison to
theory. In our experiment we used the cold target recoil ion
momentum spectroscopy �COLTRIMS� technique �9–11�
that measures simultaneously the Q value �the change of the
binding energies� of the electron transfer and the projectile
scattering angle with very high precision. As the ground-state
transfer is the most dominant channel, we focus on this.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were conducted at the 2.5 MV van de
Graaff accelerator at the Institut für Kernphysik, University
of Frankfurt. The final state after single �double� electron
capture is given by a He+ �He2+� recoiling-target ion and the
coincident-reduced charged projectile. The target is a two-
stage supersonic gas jet. Using a 30 �m jet nozzle and a
driving pressure of 30 bar we achieved a gas jet diameter of
1.5 mm and a jet density of 5�1011 helium atoms /cm2 at the
intersection with the ion beam. This corresponds to a target
momentum spread of 0.1 a.u. in all three dimensions. The
projectile beam �H+, He+, or He2+� was collimated by two
sets of adjustable slits to a beam cross section of 0.5
�0.5 mm2 at the target. Electrostatic deflectors upstream
and downstream of the target jet were used to eliminate
charge state impurities and to separate the primary beam
from projectile products. The latter were detected by a 40
mm position- and time-sensitive multichannel plate �MCP�
detector with delay-line readout �12�.

Perpendicular to the incident projectile beam direction we
applied a weak homogeneous electrostatic field of 4.8 V/cm
to project the He1,2+ recoil ions onto another position- and
time-sensitive MCP detector �80 mm diameter� with delay-
line anode. To maximize the resolution by minimizing the
perturbing influence of the extended reaction volume a three-
dimensional time- and space-focusing field geometry was
used �see Fig. 2 in �13��. The overall distance from target to
recoil ion detector was 1.4 m, which yielded flight times of
19 �s for He+ ions and 4� solid angle collecting for trans-
verse momenta up to 9 a.u. From the recoil ion time of flight
and the position of impact we can derive the initial three-
dimensional momentum vector.

Along the projectile beam axis the momentum of the re-
coil ion p� is directly related to the number of transferred
electrons �ne� and the total Q value of the reaction �8�

p� = −
Q

vP
−

nevP

2
. �1�

Each final electronic state �i.e., different Q value� corre-
sponds to a well-defined discrete longitudinal ion momentum
p� �see Fig. 1�. The width of these peaks �0.1 a.u.� is the*schoeffler@atom.uni-frankfurt.de
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overall resolution—a result of the target temperature and the
spectrometer and detector properties. The measured values
for all final states have been normalized to total cross sec-
tions, taken from �14�. The projectile scattering angles �i.e.,
transverse momenta� are measured with a lower resolution
than achieved for the coincident recoiling target ions. There-
fore we used them only for background suppression by
checking for momentum conservation in the plane perpen-
dicular to the initial beam axis. We deduced the reported
projectile scattering angles � from the coincident momentum
transferred to the recoiling target ion �He1,2+�.

III. THEORY

In this paper, we shall use three four-body methods for
describing single and double electron captures. First, the
four-body Born distorted-wave �BDW� model �15,16� is em-
ployed for investigating double charge exchange. The BDW
is hybrid-type model, which in the entrance and exit chan-
nels, coincides with the continuum distorted-wave four-body
model �CDW 4B� �17� and four-body boundary-corrected
first Born approximation �CB1 4B� �18� method, respec-
tively, so that BDW model includes continuum intermediate
states of the captured electrons only in one channel. So far,
the BDW model was applied for calculating the differential
cross section for double electron capture in collisions be-
tween the He2+ ions and He atoms at E=1.5 MeV �16�. In
the present paper we have tested four-body BDW theory at
intermediate impact energies. Next, the continuum distorted-
wave Born initial state �CDW BIS� approximation �19� and
the continuum distorted-wave Born final state �CDW BFS�
�20� are utilized for calculating differential cross sections for
single electron capture. Both methods employed the scatter-
ing wave function from the four-body continuum distorted
wave �CDW� �21� method in one of the two channels �CDW
BIS in the exit channel, whereas CDW BFS in the entrance
channel�. For the other channel, the CDW BIS and CDW

BFS methods use the corresponding wave functions of the
four-body first Born approximation �CB1�.

The main idea of these hybrid-type models is to approxi-
mate the exact wave function in one of the channels, by
using a simple analytical function, which can well describe
the principal interaction region and to preserve correct
boundary conditions in both channels. Hence, according to
these models the captured electrons are treated in an asym-
metrical manner in the entrance and exit channels. Different
four-body methods for various inelastic high-energy ion-
atom collisions have recently been analyzed in the review
paper of Belkić et al. �1�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theoretical results for differential cross sections for single
electron capture in H+-He collisions at impact energies 60,
100, 150, and 300 keV obtained by means of four-body
CDW BFS model are compared to the measured data in Fig.
2. The theoretical results in Fig. 2 are obtained by means of
two-parameter �Silverman et al. �22�� orbitals for the initial
helium bound state. The computations are performed also
with the help of the simplest one-parameter orbitals of Hyl-
leraas �23� as well as four-parameter wave functions of Löw-
din �24�. We find that the differential cross section is rather
insensitive to the choice of the bound-state wave functions,
since the differences between the results are less than 20%.
Scattering angles below 0.55 mrad are known to be domi-
nated by momentum transfer mediated by the electron �see
�7,25,26� for capture reactions� while in all larger deflection
angles the scattering is dominated by momentum exchange
between the nuclei. The theory yields good agreement in
shape and in absolute height with the experimental data at
small scattering angles for all energies, in agreement with the
findings in �27–29�. However, for larger scattering angles
theory predicts slightly different angular and vP dependen-
cies. Particularly the CDW BFS approximation predicts a
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FIG. 2. The differential cross sections d�if /d��cm2 /sr� as a
function of scattering angle ��rad� for single-electron capture to the
ground state in H+-He collisions at 60, 100, 150, and 300 keV/u in
the laboratory system. �: experiment; solid line CDW BFS model
�present computation�.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Longitudinal recoil ion momenta �p�� for
the single capture in the collision system He2+ �He� at 60 keV/u.
The subscript letters P �T� indicate the particle corresponding to the
final electronic state in the bracket. The final states “nl” include all
states for n�3. The numbers shown present the Q value of the
reaction. For the two peaks around p� �1 a.u. one cannot distin-
guish whether the projectile �p� or the target �t� is excited, only that
one of both is.
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strong Thomas peak contribution ��lab= �1 /MP�sin 60°
�0.472 mrad� with increasing vP, which is clearly not
present in the data and has also not been observed by others
in this energy regime. The lowest reported energy with indi-
cation of Thomas scattering is above the projectile velocities
of 10 a.u. �30�.

Theoretical results for single-electron capture in 3He2+

+He collisions at impact energies 60, 150, 300, 450, and 630
keV/u obtained by means of four-body CDW BIS model are
compared to the measured data in Fig. 3. The Thomas peak
for this collision system would appear at �lab�0.154 mrad.
The CDW BIS model exhibits an unphysical and experimen-
tally unobserved dip before and after the Thomas peak re-
gion due to mutual cancellation among the various terms in
the perturbation potential. Despite the proper inclusion of the
Rutherford scattering, the CDW BIS approximation fails in
the region where the nuclear scattering takes over. The ex-
perimental resolution is clearly good enough to resolve the
predicted structures, if they exist.

The results for differential cross sections in 3He++He col-
lisions are displayed in Fig. 4. In this five-body problem our
model only accounts for the presence of the projectile elec-
tron through its screening effect. The neutral two-electron
atom in the exit channel is described by a hydrogenic model.
The fixed effective charge for the projectile does not produce
the correct experimental binding energy and it also cannot
reflect the true dynamic situation of the captured electron in
the newly formed helium atom. It should be noted that the
reduction from a five-body to the four-body problem is crude

and corresponding results should be used only for rough es-
timation. The results of the computation, using CDW BIS
theory, of such a model reaction are shown in Fig. 4. As
expected this theoretical approach yields rather poor agree-
ment with the data. At larger scattering angle we find a simi-
lar disagreement as for the collision systems discussed pre-
viously. But now, also in the small-angle regime �“the
electronic peak”�, the vP dependence is not well predicted.
Similar to the impact of He2+ the theory shows an unphysical
dip around the Thomas peak.

Theoretical results for differential cross sections in
3He2++He collisions at incident energies 60, 150, 200, and
300 keV/u are displayed in Fig. 5. The present BDW-
calculation computations for double capture are performed
by using one-parameter orbitals of the Hylleraas type �23� in
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections d�if /d��cm2 /sr� as a func-
tion of scattering angle ��rad� for single-electron capture to the
ground state in He2+-He collisions at 60, 150, 300, 450, and 630
keV/u in the laboratory system. �: experiment; solid line CDW BIS
model �present computation�.
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function of scattering angle ��rad� for single-electron capture to the
ground state in He+-He collisions at 60, 150, 300, and 630 keV/u in
the laboratory system. �: experiment; solid line CDW BIS model
�present computation�.
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FIG. 5. The differential cross sections d�if /d��cm2 /sr� as a
function of scattering angle ��rad� for double-electron capture to
the ground state in He2+-He collisions at 60, 150, 200, and 300
keV/u in the laboratory system. �: experiment; solid line BDW
model �present computation�.
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both the entrance and exit channels. The behavior of the
angular distribution obtained in a four-body boundary-
corrected continuum intermediate-state �BCIS� model �31� is
altogether quite similar to that in the BDW approximation
for the present impact energies. The calculations underesti-
mate in general the experimental data, especially at lower
energies. At larger scattering angles �nuclear scattering�, ex-
perimental and theoretical slopes differ slightly. It should be
noted that the displayed theoretical and experimental results
are only for the transition 1s2→1s2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have presented a systematic comparison
of experimental data and theories for fully differential data of
the most simple capture reactions in an intermediate range of
projectile energies. At very small angles, which are the domi-
nant contribution to the total capture cross section, the trans-

verse momentum exchange in electron transfer is mediated
by the electron in the initial state, yielding a universal shape
for all systems investigated. Theory and experiment agree
best for the impact of protons. Theory always overestimates
the influence of the Thomas peak, which is not present in any
of the experimental data and has only be seen clearly at very
high impact energies 7.5 MeV/u H+-He by Fischer et al. �5�.
At larger scattering angles, where nuclear scattering domi-
nates, theory has trouble matching the experimental details.
These findings agree with similar conclusions drawn in the
last few years from ionization collisions �32�.
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